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66447

2012 Domaine William Fevre Chablis Champs Royaux

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$19.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"Bottled three weeks before I tasted it in late June, Fevre's 2012 Chablis Champs Royaux offers a juicy amalgam of honeydew and lime on a
glossy palate, leading to a relatively simple but refreshing, invigorating and persistent finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 87pts

69554

2011 Domaine Servin Chablis Vieilles Vignes Massale

$21.99

$19.99*

9%

"Here there are still residual fermentation notes though it's clear that the underlying fruit is ripe. The mouth feel is also quite seductive as
there is excellent richness to the abundant level of dry extract that imparts a sappiness to the impressively persistent finish. This is also a bit
firmer but this is a villages that should drink well both young and old." - Reviewed by: Burghound - 88 to 91pts

72218

2012 William Fevre Chablis Montmains Domaine

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"An airy, elegant and very pure nose offers up notes of ocean breeze, algae, green fruit and floral scents. There is excellent concentration but
also fine vibrancy to the well-detailed medium weight flavors that ooze an appealing minerality on the tautly muscular and dry but not
especially austere finish. This is a beauty." - Reviewed by: Burghound - 90 to 92pts

72219

2012 William Fevre Chablis Fourchaume

$44.99

N/A

N/A

"There is a lovely range of aromas present here with both white and yellow orchard fruit, sea shore scents and smoke, all topped by a note of
mineral reduction. There is outstanding richness to the powerful and impressively concentrated middle weight flavors that retain a racy mouth
feel thanks to the bracing acidity that imparts a real sense of lift to the driving finish. This is also quite good and worthy of your attention." Reviewed by: Burghound - 91 to 93pts

72217

2012 William Fevre Chablis Vaillons

$44.99

N/A

N/A

"This is clearly riper than the Montmains with hints of dried yellow orchard fruit on the otherwise classic Chablis aromas of green fruit and wet
stone. There is a beguiling succulence to the intense, precise and mineral-driven middle weight flavors that culminate in a clean, bone dry,
balanced and strikingly persistent finish. This is one the best examples of the Fèvre Vaillons that I have seen." - Reviewed by: Burghound 90 to 93pts

70378

2011 Domaine de la Meuliere Chablis Vaucopin

$24.99

N/A

N/A

"Southwestern exposure. The vineyard extends over a limestone soil. It develops a great minerality. Typical for the Chablis wine lovers. Its
taste is fresh, soft in the mouth, full, with a long finish. Its aromas suggest sometimes vanilla, anise and apricot." - Reviewed by: Producer

69556

2011 Domain Servin Chablis les Preuses

$55.99

$49.99*

11%

"A somewhat leesy character dominates the otherwise ripe fruit and mineral reduction notes and it's clear that this needs to be racked. There
is a slightly exotic element to the rich and notably opulent flavors that possess outstanding intensity on the salty finish that, interestingly,
exudes a minty character. While not altogether typical, this is a very impressive effort as the depth and persistence are first-rate." - Reviewed
by: Burghound - 92 to 94pts

71309

2012 Domaine Servin Chablis Les Pargues

$19.99

N/A

N/A

"The Servin 2012 Chablis Premier Cuvee Les Pargues – from a site of manifestly but never official cru quality and constituting, as usual, a
selection of tanks from old vines to be bottled late and unfiltered for U.S. importer Peter Weygandt – leads with a fantastic nose that could
only come from Chablis. Sweet-saline shrimp and lobster shell reductions vie for attention with Normandie Sydre-like apple and pear,
migrating onto a lush, succulently-juicy palate and leading to a mouthwatering finish still full of mysterious crustacean appeal as well as
marked by chalky and faintly acrid and metallic but undeniably invigorating notes." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 91pts

72269

2011 Gilbert Picq Chablis Dessus La Carrier

$24.99

N/A

N/A

"Bottled as usual only in late spring, Picq's 2011 Chablis Dessus La Carriere is scented with lily-of-the-valley and honeysuckle along with lime
and kiwi that go on to serve as the infectiously juicy matrix on a silken palate, the floral perfume liquefying sweetly, set-off by stony
underpinnings. Hints of iodine and lemon zest add intrigue and invigoration to a long, vibrant, resonant finish that takes one way beyond
"village level" performance." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

72524

2012 Domaine Servin Chablis Vaillons

$27.99

N/A

"The tank-raised Servin 2012 Chablis Vaillons features very ripe pear, peach, and pineapple with faintly volatile and distilled fruit overtones
juxtaposed with stone and ash, and laced with welcome salinity that helps guarantee a mouthwatering extension." - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 90 to 91pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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36418

2009 Christian Moreau Chablis Clos des Hospices

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$89.99

N/A

N/A

"Rather shut down on the nose, hinting at orange peel, nutmeg and minerals. Denser and more savory than the "regular" Clos, but at the
same time silkier (the vines here are older). A stronger oak element contributes to the impression of breadth and dryness. More bracing on
the long finish than the thick palate suggests, with a piquant note of pineapple. I'd give this very rich and saline wine a few years to absorb
some of its oak." Reviewed by Stephen Tanzer. - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 93pts

66626

2011 Chateau de Maligny Chablis Premier Cru Vau de Vey

$35.99

N/A

N/A

"Ample aromas and flavors of melon, lemon and oyster shell hit all the right notes in this well-integrated white. Fresh and vibrant, delivering a
long aftertaste of citrus and flint." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

69555

2012 Domaine Servin Chablis Bougerots Grand Cru

$55.99

$49.99*

11%

"There is a touch of wood in evidence on the strongly reduced nose that presently defies proper evaluation. There is fine concentration and
power to the robust flavors that benefit from the presence of ample amounts of palate soaking dry extract, all wrapped in an attractively dry,
explosive and seriously persistent finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91 to 92pts

70626

2011 William Fevre Chablis Vaudesir

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"A surprisingly sweetly-suggestive, high-toned nose of pineapple, orange rind and nutmeg wafted by ocean breeze greets one from the glass
of Fevre 2011 Chablis Vaudesir. It offers a lusciously juicy, sweetly-citric palate impression mouthwateringly mingled with clam stock and
transparent to nuances of spices, toasted nuts, salt and stone. Soothing and elegant, clear, delicate and refined, this really grows on me as it
opens up in the glass. I’m tempted to suggest drinking this by 2018 even if it will “live” longer, and, frankly, it is so expressive now
that one should not under any circumstances forego its immediate company." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

45240

2010 Vincent Dauvissat Petit Chablis

$44.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Petit Chablis opens with gorgeous aromatics that at times call to mind Riesling. Layers of bright citrus and lime lead to a focused,
wiry finish. This is a notable Petit Chablis from vineyards on the plateaus of the village, where Portlandian limestone is prevalent." - Reviewed
by: The Wine Advocate - 87 to 89pts

69558

2012 Domaine Servin Chablis Vaucoupin 1er Cru

$28.99

N/A

N/A

"An expressive, cool and airy nose of mineral reduction, wet chalk, iodine and algae introduces understated and borderline salty middle
weight flavors that display excellent delineation on the intensely mineral-infused, harmonious and wonderfully persistent finish. Textbook
Vaucoupin." - Reviewed by: Burghound - 90 to 92pts

60643

2012 Jean Paul & Benoit Droin Chablis Vaillons

$27.99

N/A

N/A

"Fresh lime and apple saturated with chalk make for a rather brittle though refreshing performance likely a bit handicapped by the effects of
its recent bottling. A radish-like bite enhances invigoration in a finish that satisfies with its generous primary juiciness while leaving
undeniable chalk and stone traces." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 89pts

68148

2012 Jean Marc Brocard Chablis Domaine Sainte Claire

$19.99

N/A

N/A

"Pale yellow. Mandarin orange, white pepper and acacia flower on the musky, very fresh nose. Glyceral on entry, then intense and vibrant in
the middle, with classic flavors of underripe pineapple, stone and mint. Finishes with a ripe mineral element and very good dusty
persistence." -Stephen Tanzer - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 88 to 90pts

55086

2011 Domaine Servin Chablis Vaillons

$27.99

N/A

N/A

"Bright yellow. Nectarine aroma lifted by flinty minerality. Suave and peachy, with a brisk citrus quality and harmonious acidity leavening the
wine's texture. Slightly tart on the back but boasts good texture and balance." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 88 to 90pts

52171

2011 Jean Paul & Benoit Droin Chablis Vaillons

$27.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2011 Chablis Vaillons takes hold of the palate and never lets up. It boasts gorgeous persistence in an understated style that is hugely
appealing. The 20% oak is very nicely integrated." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91 to 93pts

70624

2012 William Fevre Chablis Champs Royaux

$13.99

$12.99*

"Fevre’s 2012 Chablis Champ Royaux – based, as usual, on purchased fruit – offers a juicy amalgam of honeydew and lime on a
glossy palate, leading to a relatively simple but refreshing, invigorating and persistent finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 87pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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55850

2011 William Fevre Chablis Le Clos

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$89.99

N/A

N/A

"Fevre’s 2011 Chablis Les Clos is seriously intense. The Clos is another wine that saturates the palate with endless layers of aromas and
flavors in a style that is all about persistence and length. The 2011 will require time, perhaps quite a bit of it, but it is striking for its purity and
delineation. This is a very strong showing from Fevre and winemaker Didier Seguir." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93 to 95pts

58620

2012 Joseph Drouhin Chablis Domaine de Vaudon

$17.99

N/A

N/A

"A dry and fruity wine, easy to drink. Its color is pale gold with greenish hues. Very fresh aromas reminiscent of citrus (lemon or grapefruit);
small pleasant touches of fern or coriander are found as well. On the palate, dry and fruity, with mineral notes. Pleasant and long aftertaste."
Reviewed by: Producer "Recommended, but no tasting note given." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 85 to 86pts

50066

2010 Albert Bichot Domaine Long Depaquit Chablis les Vaillons

$32.99

N/A

N/A

"Crushed rocks, oyster shells, lemon and nectarine all take shape in the glass of the 2010 Chablis Vaillons. A touch of French oak adds
richness and volume, but without being too overwhelming or obscuring the wine’s intense, pointed personality." - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 89pts

33710

2009 William Fevre Chablis Les Preuses

$89.99

N/A

N/A

"Highly expressive and pure aromas of lime zest, nutmeg, ginger and quinine. Fat on entry, then stuffed with ginger, citrus and stone fruit
flavors. Displays a distinct sucrosite without any heaviness. Finishes impressively long and spicy. This reminded me of a cross between an
Alsace riesling and pinot gris grand cru. Am I underrating this?" 91-93 points, reviewed by Stephen Tanzer. - Reviewed by: International Wine
Cellar - 91 to 93pts

50064

2009 Domaine Long - Depaquit Chablis Les Clos

$55.99

N/A

N/A

"Bright, pale yellow-straw. Reticent stony nose. More filled in than the Blanchots, with good precision to its stone fruit and mineral flavors.
Fruity and densely packed, with a bright, tactile, rising finish that owes more to this grand cru than to the very ripe year. I underrated this wine
a year ago." -Stephan Tanzer - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92pts

55851

2011 William Fevre Chablis Les Preuses

$89.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2011 Chablis Les Preuses covers every corner of the palate with beautifully delineated, vibrant fruit. Despite its obvious richness, the
2011 isn’t overt, but rather a wine that impresses for its overall balance and harmony." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 94pts

55818

2011 Domaine Servin Chablis Les Forets

$27.99

N/A

N/A

"Displays a lean profile, featuring peach, lemon and mineral flavors, with a hint of yogurt. Vibrant and long, delivering a lingering finish driven
by the acidity." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

51995

2011 Louis Michel & Fils Chablis Montmain

$29.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2011 Chablis Montmains possesses striking aromatics and gorgeous delineation in its fruit. Light floral honey, lychee, apricots and
tangerine meld together beautifully in this seamless, layered Chablis. The Montmains looks to be another wine with immense early appeal.
Michel has two parcels in Montmains and notes this cool, windy site is often vulnerable to frost." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 88 to
90pts

60642

2012 Jean Paul & Benoit Droin Chablis

$22.99

N/A

N/A

"The Droin 2012 Chablis offers a seriously delightful and mouthwatering amalgam of fresh lemon and oyster liqueur on a firm palate and
finishes with exuberant, crisp fresh apple joining the mix. Lean but bright and well-concentrated, it may well gain some textural allure over the
next couple of years." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 88 to 89pts

66481

2012 Louis Michel & Fils Chablis Montmain

$29.99

N/A

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

